HOW TO OPEN AND CLOSE A PANORAMIC DOOR

The correct sequence of opening and closing the panels of your unit depends on the configuration you ordered, always follow the sequence every time you open or close the panels.

TO UNLOCK AND OPEN:
1. a) Turn the knob and twist the handle down and the Swing Door is unlocked
   b) Swing it open outwards/Inwards, this allows the rest of the panels to slide and swing open.
2. a) Slide the second panel up to the Swing Door, listen when it clicks into place (for panels fitted with a finger pull that releases the panel from the top track, simply pull down on the finger pull).
   b) Swing it open outwards and stack it next to the swing Door.
   c) Repeat the process with the remaining panels and stack them next to the panel previously open until all your panels are open.

One main door

Two main door

DO NOT TRY TO FORCE AND SWING A PANEL OPEN IN THE MIDDLE OF THE TRACK.

Panels are designed to open only when they have reached the respective end of the opening. Failure to follow operation guidelines will result on damage of the system components and possible injury.

We recommend not leaving the panels open when not in use; in windy conditions, we recommend you secure panels to prevent damage or injury.

Do not let anyone who doesn’t know how to operate the system open or close it, especially be careful with children. When closing do not place your fingers between the panels.
CARE AND MAINTENANCE INSTRUCTIONS

It is very important you follow this required maintenance routine to insured proper functioning of your system, protect and to extend life of parts and finishes.

ONCE A WEEK
TRACKS: Panoramic Doors product is a bottom rolling system which functionality depends on a CLEAN BOTTOM TRACK. Cleaning should be performed as needed on a regular basis with a vacuum, keeping bottom track clean and free of any obstructions, dirt and debris, will prolong the life of the hardware and maintain the ease of operation.

GLASS: Use a standard glass cleaner that does not have any harmful solvents, pad dry at the bottom where the glass meets the bead.

AS REQUIRED
ROLLING HARDWARE, PIVOTS: Spray WD40 on all caddies and pivots, be careful not to over spray on aluminum finish or wood, wipe clean any excess, with a towel.

HANDLES, BACKPLATES AND ESCUTCHEONS: Do not use any harmful chemicals that will damage the finish, simply regularly rub clean with water and mild soap, wipe clean with water.

WOOD INTERIOR: Wood is delivered raw and untreated. All wood surfaces should be thoroughly painted, varnished or sealed within 7 days of weather exposure. Wood should be cleaned and polish on a regular basis to maintain wood finish from fading due to exposure. In case of damage repair immediately and seal.

AREAS WITHIN 3 MILES FROM OCEAN

To prevent finishes from deteriorating from being exposed to salt or marine layer, please follow the above procedures once a month depending on the proximity to the ocean and moisture in the air.